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Abstract—The increased use of deep neural networks has
stimulated the growing demand for cloud-based model serving
platforms. Serverless computing offers a simplified solution: users
deploy models as serverless functions and let the platform handle
provisioning and scaling. However, serverless functions have constrained resources in CPU and memory, making them inefficient
or infeasible to serve large neural networks—which have become
increasingly popular. In this paper, we present Gillis, a serverlessbased model serving system that automatically partitions a large
model across multiple serverless functions for faster inference and
reduced memory footprint per function. Gillis employs two novel
model partitioning algorithms that respectively achieves latencyoptimal serving and cost-optimal serving with SLO compliance.
We have implemented Gillis on three serverless platforms—AWS
Lambda, Google Cloud Functions and KNIX—with MXNet as
the serving backend. Experimental evaluations against popular
models show that Gillis supports serving very large neural
networks, reduces the inference latency substantially, and meets
various SLOs with a low serving cost.
Index Terms—machine learning inference; serverless computing; reinforcement learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Machine learning models, especially deep neural networks
(DNNs), are increasingly trained and published in the cloud to
provide inference services for dynamic queries [1]–[4]. As inference is performed in real time with stringent SLOs (ServiceLevel Objectives), the model serving platforms must be made
scalable to the changing workloads. This can be achieved
by augmenting the traditional VM-based model serving with
serverless functions: users simply deploy models as cloud
functions and let the serverless platform handle provisioning
and scaling; users pay only for the resources used when
the functions are running. Serverless functions have hence
been exploited, together with the conventional VMs, to build
scalable, pay-as-you-use inference serving platforms in the
public cloud [3], [5]–[9].
Unlike VMs, serverless functions have constrained resources in CPU and memory [10]–[12]. As very large DNNs
are increasingly used for improved accuracy [13]–[15], using
serverless functions to serve those models is inefficient or
simply becomes infeasible with out-of-memory (OOM) errors.
There are mainly two approaches to addressing this problem. One is to reduce the model size using model compression
techniques [16], [17]. However, this approach sacrifices the
model accuracy and requires careful tuning to minimize the

loss [13]. A better approach is model partitioning, which
partitions a large model into smaller components for parallel execution, without accuracy loss. Model partitioning was
originally proposed to train large DNNs on GPUs [13], [18],
[19] and has also been used for model inferencing on edge
devices [20], [21].
However, existing model partitioning techniques do not
apply to serverless functions. First, cloud-based model serving
has restrictive latency SLOs and is sensitive to the serving
costs—none of these requirements are mandated in GPU
training and edge-based serving. Second, unlike GPUs or edge
devices, serverless functions are stateless and their communications are usually performed through external storage with
limited network bandwidth [22], [23]. Yet, existing model
partitioning solutions presume addressable devices with highspeed interconnections to facilitate direct data transfer. These
solutions cannot be used to coordinate multiple serverless
functions and would result in significant communication overhead.
In this paper, we propose Gillis1 , a serverless-based model
serving system that automatically explores parallel executions
of DNN inference across multiple functions for faster inference and reduced per-function memory footprint. Our design
follows the fork-join computing model: upon receiving an
inference request, a master function is invoked to initiate
multiple worker functions, each hosting a partition of the
model. The master interacts with workers through stateless
connections (function invocations). To reduce communications
between master and workers, Gillis performs coarse-grained
model partitioning. It fuses multiple consecutive layers of
a DNN model into a single layer group. The model can
have multiple layer groups. Gillis partitions each layer group
for parallel execution. Such coarse-grained partitioning allows
a function to compute all layers in a group locally, hence
avoiding frequent synchronizations with the other functions.
To determine which layers are grouped and how a layer
group is partitioned, we design novel network partitioning
algorithms for two common scenarios: (1) minimizing the
inference latency (latency-optimal), and (2) minimizing the
serving cost while complying with the user-specified latency
1 We name our system after Gillis Lundgren, designer of IKEA who
popularized the idea of dissembling a bulky furniture into small parts and
“flat-packing” them for storage saving and ease of shipping.

SLOs (SLO-aware). For latency-optimal partitioning, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm to efficiently search
for the optimal strategy. For SLO-aware partitioning, finding
the optimal solution requires searching all feasible network
parallelization schemes that meet the latency SLOs. We hence
propose to learn the optimal strategy using reinforcement
learning. We encode the partitioning policy into a neural
network and train it with extensive simulated experiments, in
which we partition the serving model, observe the resultant
cost and inference latency, and iteratively refine the policy.
We have implemented Gillis on AWS Lambda [10], Google
Cloud Functions [11] and KNIX [24], [25] with MXNet [26]
as the serving framework. Gillis supports models in standard open exchange format ONNX [27]. We evaluate Gillis
against various popular DNN models. In the latency-optimal
mode, Gillis achieves up to 3× inference speedup over nonparallelization when the models can fit into a single function;
for larger models, the speedup is up to 9.2× over the pipelined
execution where a single function sequentially loads layers
from S3. In the SLO-aware mode, Gillis consistently meets
various latency SLOs while minimizing the serving cost with
up to 1.8× savings than the Bayesian optimization-based
solution. Gillis is open-sourced for public access.2
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
In this section, we motivate the benefits of serverlessbased inference serving (§II-A) and illustrate its inefficiency
of serving large DNNs (§II-B). We describe prior efforts in
handling large models on resource-constrained devices (§II-C)
and discuss the challenges of doing so in serverless functions
(§II-D).
A. Serverless-based Inference Serving
Inference serving is conventionally provisioned on VMs
with high-performance CPUs and GPU accelerators [1], [2],
[4]. VM-based inference serving delivers cost-effective high
performance for running stable workloads. However, it becomes inefficient in handling dynamic queries: as VM instances have long startup latencies (e.g., several minutes), a
high margin of over-provisioning is usually needed to accommodate unexpected load spikes, e.g., SageMaker recommends
setting an over-provisioning factor of 2 [28].
Compared with VMs, serverless functions have a far shorter
startup latency (e.g., 10s ms if warm-started) and can quickly
scale out to a large number of instances to accommodate
the surging inference requests in a short period of time.
On the other hand, serverless functions are not well suited
to serve stable workloads, as they have a high price per
request [3], [23]. Therefore, one appealing approach is to
augment VMs with serverless functions [3], [5], [6], that is,
using VMs to handle stable inference requests while using
serverless functions to cover transient load bursts. In fact,
leading cloud providers like AWS and Google have advocated
inference serving as an important use case of their serverless
2 https://github.com/MincYu/gillis-open-source.

offerings [5], [6]. Many recent works have also exploited
serverless functions to deploy neural networks. For example,
Fotouhi et al. [8] explored various architectures to deploy NLP
(Natural Language Processing) applications on the serverless
cloud; MArk [3] uses serverless functions to handle sporadic
inference load spikes to avoid over-provisioning VM servers;
Barista [29] uses predictive scaling to achieve low-latency
inference serving in the serverless cloud.
B. Inefficiency of Serving Large Models
The deep learning community is building increasingly larger
deep neural networks to achieve higher prediction accuracy for
various practical applications such as image classification [14],
[30] and language modeling [15]. This trend, driven by the
advances of hardware accelerators and the rapid growth of
training data, is predicted to continue in the future [13], [31].
Current serverless offerings, on the other hand, only support
functions with constrained resources. In Google Cloud Functions, a function instance can access to only 4GB memory
with limited CPU cycles [32]. The network bandwidth is
also limited, around 300Mbps for running a single function and even lower when running more [22]. Other serverless platforms have the similar constraints [10], [12]. Using
resource-constrained functions to serve very large models is
problematic—it either results in an exceedingly long inference
latency due to limited CPU cores, or simply becomes infeasible when the model is too large to fit into the memory of a
function.
Serving Large Models We illustrate these problems in
both Google Cloud Functions and AWS Lambda with WResNet [14]. WResNet “widens” the classical ResNet [33] model
by increasing the number of both the input and output channels
of a weight tensor on each convolution layer. The width
of WResNet is determined by a widening scalar k, where
k = 1 means no widening. Increasing the widening scalar
improves the model accuracy, but also enlarges the model
quadratically. Following the benchmark settings in [13], we
experiment WResNet with widening scalar changing from 1
to 5 on ResNet-50. We deploy these models on Google Cloud
Functions and AWS Lambda with their respective maximum
possible instance memories at the time of experiments. For
each model, we run the inference in the hosting function 100
times after warming it up.
Fig. 1 shows that the inference latency increases almost
quadratically as the WResNet model grows wider and larger.
In particular, the inference requests take over 2000 ms to
complete on AWS Lambda and Google Cloud Functions with
widening scalar 3 and 4, respectively; further widening the
model exceeds the function’s memory limit, causing an outof-memory (OOM) error.
C. Prior Arts in Handling Large Models
Many works have been proposed recently to handle large
models in resource-constrained environments [13], [16]–[21],
[34]. These works fall into two approaches: model compression and model partitioning.
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Model Compression reduces the network parameters of a
large DNN and creates a significantly smaller network that
can run on a resource-constrained device (e.g., mobile and
edge devices). Popular model compression techniques include
network pruning [16] and weight quantization [17]. However,
this approach usually results in reduced accuracy and requires
careful model tuning or even retraining to minimize the
accuracy loss, which is too laboring for developers [13].
Model Partitioning Another promising approach is to divide
a large neural network into multiple small partitions and
run them in parallel [13], [18]–[21], [34], [35]. Compared
with compression, model partitioning sacrifices no accuracy
while accelerating the computation and reducing the perpartition resource footprint. We therefore choose it over model
compression in our design.
The key technique of this approach is tensor partitioning. In
a DNN model, each layer takes an input tensor and computes
an output tensor. An output tensor typically has multiple
dimensions and can be parallelized in many different ways
along those dimensions. Take the convolution layer as an
example. A convolution layer with k filters generates output
feature maps with k channels. Such feature maps have three
dimensions: height, width, and channel (Fig. 2a). Partitioning
the output along any of the three dimensions can parallelize a
convolution layer. As shown in Fig. 2a, a subset of the output
feature maps along height and width depends on a partition
of the input and all k filters. We can therefore parallelize
the computation of the output by partitioning the input tensor
along height and width across multiple workers, each keeping
k filters. Alternatively, the partitioning can be along channels.
Fig. 2b shows that an output channel can be computed with a
single filter applied to the entire input tensor. We can hence
parallelize the computation of channels across workers, each
keeping a subset of filters.
Previous works use tensor partitioning to parallelize network
layers across memory-constrained GPU devices for accelerated
model training [13], [18], [19], [34], [35]. Similar approaches
have also been used to partition large DNNs across multiple
edge devices for distributed model inferencing [20], [21].
However, applying model partitioning to serverless functions
poses the following three challenges.
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Fig. 1: The inference latencies of WResNet-50 on Google
Cloud Functions and AWS Lambda.
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Fig. 2: An illustration of tensor partitioning along different
dimensions in a convolution layer.
workers are addressable devices with direct interconnections
(e.g., GPUs or edge devices). However, serverless functions
are usually unaddressable and cannot be reached by others
via stateful connections. Therefore, how to efficiently coordinate serverless functions in DNN parallelization becomes a
challenge.
Reducing Communication Overhead Parallelizing a DNN
layer requires transferring the input tensors to multiple workers. As serverless functions have limited network bandwidth [22], [23], parallelizing multiple layers results in a
significant communication overhead that may undermine the
benefits of tensor partitioning. Therefore, how to reduce the
communication between functions poses another challenge.
SLO Compliance and Cost Minimization Unlike model
training on GPUs and model serving at edges, serverless-based
inference serving needs to comply with the latency SLOs while
minimizing the serving cost under the pay-per-use billing.
Achieving these two goals complicates the model partitioning
algorithms, which is still an open problem.
III. G ILLIS OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe Gillis, a serverless-based inference serving system that automatically parallelizes the execution of large DNNs across multiple serverless functions for
faster inference and reduced memory footprint per function.
We developed Gillis in three platforms: AWS Lambda [10],
Google Cloud Functions [11] and KNIX [24], [25]—an opensource serverless platform with the state-of-the-art performance. Compared with the former two platforms, KNIX improves function interactions with compute-collocated storage
(e.g., Redis), allowing Gillis to achieve a substantial latency
improvement (§V-B). Gillis uses MXNet [26], [36] as the
serving framework, and supports DNN models in standard
open exchange format ONNX [27]. To our knowledge, Gillis
is the first system that supports very large models in the
serverless cloud.
A. Workflow
Fig. 3 gives a workflow overview of Gillis. Gillis starts
with the runtime profiling. For each type of DNN layer,
Gillis profiles its execution time in a single function. Gillis
also profiles the function communication latency. Based on
the profiling results, Gillis builds a performance model and
uses it to predict the model execution time under various
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Fig. 4: The fork-join model for function coordination.
parallelization schemes (§IV-A). In the model partitioning
phase, Gillis accepts a serving model and generates a parallelization scheme to achieve the optimal inference latency
(latency-optimal, §IV-B) or the minimum serving cost with
SLO compliance (SLO-aware, §IV-C), using the performance
model as a guideline. Gillis automatically partitions the model
following that scheme. It then proceeds to the deployment
phase, where the model partitions are packaged into functions
and deployed on serverless platforms. The serving function
usually takes a longer time to complete for the first invocation
(cold start). To mitigate this issue, Gillis supports periodically
warming up functions by sending concurrent pings to the
serverless platform [37]. As function instances stay active for a
long time [38], the warm-up cost can be amortized by serving
numerous inference queries and is hence negligible [3].
Gillis adopts three key designs to address the challenges
described in §II-D. First, it uses the fork-join computing
model to efficiently coordinate multiple functions. Second,
Gillis chooses to perform coarse-grained model partitioning
to reduce the communication cost. Third, Gillis employs
two novel partitioning algorithms that respectively achieve
latency-optimal serving and cost-optimal serving with SLO
compliance in the serverless cloud. We next describe the first
two designs and defer the algorithms to the next section.
B. Function Coordination with Fork-Join
Fig. 4 illustrates the fork-join model that Gillis uses to
coordinate multiple serverless functions. A master function is
triggered to run upon receiving an inference query. Following
the computed partitioning scheme, the master asynchronously
invokes multiple worker functions. Each worker computes a
partition of the served model, returns the result to the master,
and ends its execution. The master can also help to compute
a partition if having sufficient memory, which can result in
fewer workers and less cost. The master assembles the returned
results from all workers into a full tensor, and may initiate
more workers to continue parallelizing model execution. The
fork-join process may take multiple rounds to complete, with
the final inference result given by the master function.

Merge

Fig. 5: An illustration of branch merging, where two parallel
branch modules are merged into one layer.
This design provides two benefits. First, in the fork-join
model, function interactions are restricted between the master
and a worker through REST APIs (i.e., function invocations).
In comparison, existing model parallelization schemes [13],
[19], [20] require direct data transfer across multiple workers
through stateful connections, which is not generally supported
in the serverless platforms. Second, unlike many serverlessbased parallel systems that use external VMs (rendezvous
server) to coordinate function instances [39], Gillis has no
serverful component, making it highly scalable to dynamic
workload.
C. Coarse-Grained Parallelization
Parallelizing individual layers across multiple devices using different strategies, known as layer-wise parallelization,
yields the optimal performance, when the network is not a
bottleneck [13], [18], [19]. However, this is not the case
in our problem as serverless functions have limited network
bandwidth. To reduce the communication overhead, Gillis
instead performs coarse-grained parallelization: it combines
multiple consecutive layers into a single group and parallelizes
each group across serverless functions. All layers in a group
are hence computed locally within a function—only the input
tensor of the first layer and the output of the last in this
group need to be transferred, which significantly reduces the
communication overhead.
A similar idea is also used to reduce cross-device communications in edge-based model serving [20], [21], where
multiple convolution layers are fused into a single block for
parallelization. We extend this idea in two ways.
First, our layer grouping is not limited to convolution
layers, but applies to all. This enables more parallelization
opportunities, yet significantly increases the search space for
optimal grouping as a DNN model can have a large number
of layers. To address this problem, we propose to merge
consecutive element-wise layers (e.g., ReLU) and branch
modules, if any. The former require less computations and
can be flexibly parallelized along any dimensions. We hence
merge them into the preceding weight-intensive layers (e.g.,
convolution). In case that a DNN model has a branch structure
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Fig. 6: An example of layer grouping based on tensor dependencies. The first two layers L1 and L2 can be group
parallelized as they have a local response to the input along
width and height; L3 cannot be grouped with them as its output
element depends on the entire input.
(e.g., Inception module [40] and Residual block [33]), we
merge parallel branches into a single layer as shown in Fig. 5.
Branch merging transforms a complex computation graph of
a DNN model into a linear graph, substantially simplifying
the partitioning strategy. In Gillis, layer merging is performed
before layer grouping and parallelization. We hence do not
differentiate between the original layers and the merged ones.
Second, in Gillis, worker functions do not communicate
with others. This poses a new requirement to layer grouping and parallelization—group partitions must be computed
independently. To meet this requirement, we determine if two
consecutive layers can be grouped based on the dependency of
their input and output tensors. Specifically, given two layers, if
their output tensors have a local response to the input along the
same dimensions, they can be group-parallelized along those
dimensions. Fig. 6 gives an example, where the first two layers
L1 and L2 can be grouped as each element of their output
is locally dependent on a single input element at the same
position. The layer group can hence be parallelized across four
worker functions.
While layer grouping reduces the communication overhead,
grouping too many layers can be inefficient, especially for
those with convolution-like operators. As these operators (e.g.,
convolution and pooling) map multiple input elements to a
single output, parallelizing the output tensor results in an
overlap in the input partitions (Fig. 2a). As more layers are
grouped, more overlaps are added, causing more redundant
computations in the intermediate layers. Also, as the layer
group grows larger, its partition may not fit into the memory
of a single function.
Parallelizing a layer group across too many functions can
also be inefficient, as it may incur significant synchronization
overhead in function communications, undermining the benefits of parallelization. Fig. 7 shows an example (see §V for
the experimental settings). As the number of parallel functions
increases, the time spent on function communications and
synchronizations grows, eventually dominating the end-to-end
latency. Specifically in Lambda, increasing the number of
parallel functions from 8 to 16 does more harm than good.
Therefore, a desirable grouping and parallelization strategy
should strike a good balance between the computation cost
and communication and synchronization overheads under the
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Fig. 7: The latency performance of parallelizing the first four
convolution layers of VGG-16 with a varying number of functions in Lambda and KNIX. The end-to-end latency is broken
down into the inference time (Inference) and the function
communication and synchronization overheads (Overhead).
memory constraint of serverless functions.
IV. M ODEL PARTITIONING
In this section, we describe two layer grouping and parallelization algorithms that respectively achieve (1) the optimal
latency and (2) the minimum cost with SLO compliance. Both
algorithms use a performance model to guide partitioning,
which we introduce first.
A. Performance Model
Searching for the optimal partitioning requires evaluating
the latency and cost performance of various DNN parallelization schemes. Gillis builds a performance model to make such
predictions based on the profiling results of model runtime and
function communication delay.
Model Runtime A DNN model is a stack of convolution,
normalization, activation, pooling, and fully connected layers.
For each type of layer, we run it with various configurations
(e.g., the filters and the shape of the output tensor in a
convolution layer) in a single function, profiles the execution
time, and build a regression model for prediction. Given a
DNN, we infer its runtime by summing up all the predicted
layer execution time.
Function Communication Delay The end-to-end latency
also includes the function communication delay. We profile
it by transferring data of varying sizes through REST APIs.
Recall that in the fork-join model, the master function initiates multiple workers, and the communication delay depends
on the slowest connection. This is equivalent to predicting
the maximum delay of n concurrent communications. Our
extensive measurements in AWS Lambda show that function
communication delays follow an exponentially modified Gaussian distribution. We hence use the nth order statistics [41] to
predict the maximum delay of communicating with n workers.
We will show in §V-E that our performance model can
accurately predict the DNN execution time and the function
communication delays, which we use to guide the search of
optimal partitioning.
B. Latency-Optimal Partitioning
We now present our first model partitioning algorithm. Our
goal is to minimize the inference latency. We start with the
problem formulation followed by a dynamic programmingbased optimization algorithm.

Problem Formulation Consider a model G whose compute
graph has n layers l1 , l2 , · · · , ln . We apply a layer grouping
strategy S that fuses the n layers into multiple layer groups
S(G). Let l(i,j) ∈ S(G) be such a group obtained by fusing
consecutive layers from li to lj . Following the fork-join model
(§III-B), we parallelize each layer group across worker and
master functions with memory size M . Unlike a worker that
only computes a partition of one group, the master runs for
a longer time and could compute the partitions of multiple
groups along the way (Fig. 4). As the computed partitions
are maintained in memory, the master may not have sufficient
memory to compute all groups. It hence needs to judiciously
budget its memory for computing each group. Suppose for
each group l(i,j) , the master allocates the memory of size
Ml(i,j) for its computation. Under that allocation, the master
optimally parallelizes l(i,j) across multiple workers and finishes the computation in time t(l(i,j) , Ml(i,j) ), which includes
both the layer execution time and the function communication
delay. Adding the computation times of all layer groups, we
obtain the total inference latency under layer grouping strategy
S:
P
T S (G) = l(i,j) ∈S(G) t(l(i,j) , Ml(i,j) ),
(1)
where the memory allocations must not exceed the memory
size, i.e.,
P
(2)
l(i,j) ∈S(G) Ml(i,j) ≤ M.
Our goal is to find the optimal layer grouping and parallelization strategy that minimizes the latency, i.e., minS T S (G).
Dynamic Programming We search for the optimal strategy
using a dynamic programming-based algorithm. Let L(i, j, m)
be the optimal latency of executing the model’s consecutive
layers from li to lj , with memory footprint no more than m
in the master function. The optimal latency of executing the
entire model is given by L(1, n, M ), which can be recursively
computed using dynamic programming as follows:

i > j,
0
L(i, j, m) =
min L(i, k − 1, m − b) + t(l(k,j) , b) i ≤ j.
 i≤k≤j
0≤b≤m

That is, we optimally compute a varying number of beginning
layers (li to lk−1 ) under various memory budget (m−b), while
grouping the remainders (l(k,j) ) for parallel execution. We take
the minimum latency as L(i, j, m).
Parallelizing a Layer Group Our dynamic programming
algorithm requires to know t(l(k,j) , b), the latency of optimally
parallelizing a layer group l(k,j) with memory budget b in
the master. As shown in Algorithm 1, we predict the latency
using the performance model described in §IV-A. In a nutshell,
given a layer group, we search over all feasible parallelization
options based on the tensor dependencies (§III-C). For each
option, we determine if the parallelization involves the master
by checking the size of the computed group partition and the
allocated memory budget in master. We predict the execution
latencies for all options and return the minimum. As a layer
group has only a limited number of parallelization options, the
search space is relatively small.

Algorithm 1 Finding the optimal latency of a layer group

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

– l(k,j) : a layer group obtained by fusing layers from lk to lj
– b: the memory budget for computing l(k,j) in the master
– M : the memory size of a function
function F IND O PT L ATENCY
O ← all feasible parallelization options of layer group l(k,j)
t(l(k,j) , b) ← ∞
for all option o ∈ O do
s ← the partition size given by parallelization option o
τ ←∞
if s > M then
. partition too large to fit into a function
Continue
else if s > b then
. size exceeds the master’s budget
τ ← the latency of worker-only parallel execution with o
else
. size is contained within the master’s budget
τ ← the latency of parallelization across both the master and
workers with o
if τ < t(l(k,j) , b) then
t(l(k,j) , b) ← τ
return t(l(k,j) , b)

C. Minimizing Cost with SLO Compliance
While minimizing the inference latency is desirable, it is
not always necessary. In many cases, cloud users have targeted
latency SLOs—as long as the SLOs are met, they are more
concerned with minimizing the inference cost. We therefore
propose a learning-based algorithm to achieve this goal.
1) Problem Definition
Inference Cost Commercial serverless offerings charge users
based on the number of requests for function invocations and
the duration for function execution, rounded up to the nearest
100ms [11] or 1ms [10]. In Gillis, the cost for an inference
query depends on the number of parallel functions invoked
and their durations. As the former incurs negligibly small
charges in our settings, we simply use the latter to measure the
inference cost. More specifically, given a DNN model G and a
partitioning strategy S, let TwS (G) be the duration of a worker
function w and T S (G) the duration of the master, which is
also the inference latency. The billed function duration is given
by

P
C S (G) = dT S (G)/De + w dTwS (G)/De × Dms,
where D denotes the billing granularity of the concerned
serverless platform (i.e., 1 or 100).
Latency SLO We define the SLO for the mean latency
with response-time threshold Tmax . That is, the mean inference
latency should not exceed Tmax . We notice that the support of
tail-latency requirement would be more meaningful, which we
will discuss in §VI and leave for future work.
Problem Formulation Given a DNN model G and the
latency SLO Tmax , our goal is to find the optimal partitioning strategy that minimizes the inference cost with SLO
compliance. Specifically, let LS (G) be the mean inference
latency under strategy S. We solve the following optimization
problem:
min C S (G),
S
(3)
s.t. LS (G) ≤ Tmax .
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Fig. 8: An overview of RL-based model partitioning.
2) Challenges and Potential Solutions
Minimizing the inference cost with SLO compliance appears more challenging than optimizing the latency (§IV-B).
Unlike the latter, the optimization problem (3) cannot be recursively broken down into simpler sub-problems, violating the
fundamental structural requirement for dynamic programmingbased solutions.
In general, optimally solving problem (3) requires searching
over all possible partitioning schemes that meet the latency
SLOs, which does not scale to large DNNs. We therefore
consider two popular learning-based algorithms: Bayesian
optimization (BO) and reinforcement learning (RL).
BO has been widely used in finding the optimal configurations of cloud applications [42]. It is well-suited for optimizing
black-box systems that have no clear performance model. This
is not the case in our problem, where the objective—the billed
function duration—is well defined and can be easily obtained
using the performance model (§IV-A).
RL, on the other hand, appears a good fit to our problem,
where we encode the partitioning strategy into a neural network and train it with extensive simulated experiments: the
RL agent makes a partitioning decision, predicts the resultant
cost and latency using the performance model, and iteratively
refines the strategy. In fact, RL has been successfully applied
to a similar device placement problem for training large
DNNs [34], [35], [43]. We hence choose it over BO as our
solution. We will justify our choice empirically in §V-C.
3) RL-Based Model Partitioning
Overview We design a hierarchical RL model to learn the
optimal partitioning strategy. Fig. 8 gives an overview of our
solution. Our RL model has two agents, partitioner and placer,
each of which is a two-layer neural network. The partitioner
takes as input the DNN layers and determines how these layers
are fused into groups and how each group is parallelized.
Given the layer groups, the placer determines how partitions
are placed on the master and workers, which works out a
detailed function execution plan. In simulated experiments, we
can obtain the latency and cost of an execution plan using the
performance model (§IV-A), then jointly train the partitioner
and the placer with policy gradients [44]. We next elaborate
the training details.
Reward Function A typical RL training process consists
of multiple episodes. In each episode, the agent makes a
partitioning attempt, evaluates its performance using a reward
function, and iteratively refines the strategy in the following

episodes. We define the reward function that accounts for
both the inference cost and latency. Intuitively, only when the
latency SLO is satisfied can a positive reward be made, where
a shorter billed duration leads to a higher reward. We therefore
evaluate strategy S using the following reward function:
(
B − C S (G)
LS (G) ≤ Tmax ,
S
R (G) =
(4)
S
Tmax − L (G)
otherwise.
Here, B is the budget of cost, which is set large enough to
ensure a positive reward B − C S (G) when the SLO is met.
All variables in Eq. (4) are measured in units of milliseconds.
In practice, some attempted strategies lead to OOM errors. We
impose a large negative reward for those strategies.
RL Training We jointly train the partitioner and the placer
to maximize the reward. Both agents are two-layer neural
networks and use stochastic policies for decision making. In
particular, the partitioner decides layer grouping and parallelization by drawing a sample u from partitioning policy
πa ; the placer then decides the host functions for the group
partitions by drawing a sample v from placing policy πb . As
sample v is conditional on u, we rewrite the reward RS (G)
as R(v|u). We encode πa and πb into two policy networks,
parameterized by θa and θb , respectively, We jointly train the
two policies to maximize the expected reward, defined as
J(θa , θb ) = Eu∼πa ,v∼πb [R(v|u)].

(5)

We compute the policy gradients for the partitioner and the
placer using REINFORCE [44], respectively:
∇θa J(θa , θb ) = Eu∼πa [∇θa log p(u; θa ) · Ev∼πb [R(v|u)]],
∇θb J(θa , θb ) = Eu∼πa ,v∼πb [∇θb log p(v|u; θb ) · R(v|u)],
where p(·) is the probability density function. With these two
gradients, we update θa and θb using Adam optimizer [45],
and iteratively learn the optimal policies.
V. E VALUATION
We have implemented Gillis along with the two partitioning
algorithms in 3K lines of Python code. In Gillis, a user simply
provides a DNN model file in ONNX format and chooses from
the two serving modes Gillis provides: latency-optimal and
SLO-aware. A user also specifies the latency requirement in
the SLO-aware mode—Gillis will notify the user if the SLO
requirement is too restrictive that cannot be met. Gillis figures
out the parallel execution plan offline in the chosen mode
using the corresponding partitioning algorithm, and serves the
inference queries online following that plan. We evaluate Gillis
on AWS Lambda [10], Google Cloud Functions [11] and
KNIX [24] with popular convolutional and recurrent neural
networks. Our evaluations are set to answer the following
questions:
• How does Gillis perform when used to reduce the inference latency (§V-B)?
• Can Gillis meet the latency SLOs while minimizing the
serving cost (§V-C)?
• How do the algorithms behave in microbenchmarks
(§V-D)?

A. Methodology
Benchmarking Models We use four families of popular
DNNs as the benchmarking models: VGG [30], ResNet [33],
Wide ResNet [14], and Multi-layer recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [15]. Each family has multiple model variants. For
Wide ResNet (§II-B), we test models with 34 and 50 layers
with widening scalar ranging from 3 to 5. We use notations
like WRN-34-3 to denote the ResNet-34 model widened by
3×. For RNN models, we can improve the accuracy by adding
more RNN layers and using a larger hidden size [13], [15].
Both approaches lead to the increased network parameters. We
test RNN models of various numbers of layers with 2K hidden
size, and use notations like RNN-6 to denote a 6-layer RNN
model. All RNN model variants use LSTM cell.
Serverless Platforms We evaluate Gillis on AWS Lambda
functions and Google Cloud Functions with their respective
maximum possible instance memories (i.e., 3GB and 4GB, respectively) at the time of experiments3 . We also evaluate Gillis
on KNIX, an open-source serverless platform enabling faster
function communications than Lambda (Fig. 7). We deploy
KNIX on an EC2 c5.12xlarge instance, and configure the
resources of each KNIX function to match the performance of
a Lambda instance.
Memory Footprint The memory footprint of model serving
in a Lambda function is usually much larger than the model
weight size, as the function also needs to load the OS kernel,
maintain a software stack, and cache the runtime data. We empirically characterize the maximum memory to host the model
weights, and set the maximum available function memory M
to 1.4 GB in our partitioning algorithms (see Eq. (2)).
Metrics We use the inference latency and the serving cost
as the two primary performance metrics. In particular, when
comparing Gillis with the baseline, we measure the inference
speedup as LBaseline /LGillis , where LBaseline and LGillis respectively denote the inference latencies of the baseline and Gillis.
We measure the inference cost as the billed function duration under the pricing scheme [32], [46]. We ignore the function invocation charges, which are two orders of magnitude
smaller than the duration charges.
B. Gillis in Latency-Optimal Mode
Baselines We start with the latency-optimal (LO) mode,
where we evaluate Gillis against two baselines:
(1) Default serving (Default) uses a single function to serve
a model. Due to the memory constraint, it only applies to a
model of a moderate size.
(2) Pipelined execution (Pipeline) divides layers of a large
model into small partitions and stores them in S3 [47]. It
then launches a single function to sequentially execute these
partitions in a pipeline, one partition at a time.
Serving CNN Models We first evaluate the latency performance of serving popular CNN models on Lambda and
Google Cloud Functions (GCF). Fig. 9 compares the latencies
3 Our

experiments were conducted in September and October 2020.

of various VGG and WResNet models over 100 queries using
Gillis (LO) and Default. The error bars measure the latency
variances, which are almost indistinguishable, an indication of
the strong performance isolation between function instances.
We observe that parallelizing CNN models across multiple
functions significantly speeds up the inference than serving
them using a single function (Default) for both platforms.
Compared with Google Cloud Functions, Lambda can enable
more latency improvements for Gillis due to its less resources
per instance. For example, Gillis on Lambda achieves 1.4×
speedup for WRN-50-3 while it reduces to 1.2× on Google
Cloud Functions. In addition, as the model grows deeper and
wider with more widened convolution layers, Gillis identifies
more parallelization opportunities, leading to more salient
latency improvements. In particular, on Lambda we observe
1.6×, 1.9×, and 2× speedup for VGG-11, VGG-16, and
VGG-19, respectively; widening ResNet from WRN-34-3 to
WRN-34-4 also improves the speedup from 1.2× to 1.26×.
We also evaluate Gillis on KNIX. Fig. 10 shows the
latencies of various CNN models using Gillis (LO) and Default
KNIX serving. Owing to the low-latency communication in
KNIX, Gillis can reap more benefits from parallelization
compared with Lambda. Gillis hence achieves greater latency
improvement (Fig. 10, left), leading to 3×, 2.9×, and 1.8×
speedup over Default KNIX for VGG-16, VGG-19, and WRN50-3, respectively. Moreover, the improved communication
enables Gillis to speed up more “thin” models (e.g., classical
ResNet), which fail to be accelerated on Lambda (Fig. 10
right). In particular, Gillis is 1.4×, 1.6×, and 1.3× faster
than Default KNIX for ResNet-34, ResNet-50, and ResNet101, respectively.
We next evaluate large CNN models that cannot be handled
by Default. Fig. 11 compares the latencies of those models
using Gillis and Pipeline. We break down the end-to-end
latency of Pipeline into the function computation time and
the network transfer time for loading model partitions. Due to
the limited network bandwidth, its communication overhead
becomes a severe bottleneck. In comparison, Gillis transfers
no weight tensors from remote storage. Moreover, its parallel
execution is 2× faster than the sequential execution of Pipeline
(see Pipeline-comp.). Owing to these two advantages, Gillis
significantly outperforms Pipeline, speeding up the end-to-end
latency by 9.1×, 9.2×, and 8.3× for WRN-34-5, WRN-50-4,
and WRN-50-5, respectively.
Serving RNN Models We next turn to RNN models. RNN
layers need to be unrolled in multiple time steps, and they
cannot be parallelized spatially like the convolution layers.
Fig. 12 depicts the mean inference latencies of various RNN
models on Lambda using Gillis (LO) and Default serving. As
RNN layers cannot be parallelized, Gillis shows no advantage
over Default for small models that can fit into a single function.
However, a single function can only support RNN models with
up to 9 layers. Gillis has no such limitation on the model size,
but linearly scales to large RNNs. The inference latency grows
linearly as the number of RNN layers increases, indicating that
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Fig. 10: The inference latencies of various CNN models on
KNIX using Gillis (LO) and Default.
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Fig. 11: The inference latencies of serving large CNN models
on Lambda using Gillis (LO) and Pipeline. We break down the
latency of Pipeline into the computation and network time.
the function communication overhead is minimized in Gillis.
This suggests that the function communication overhead is
minimized in Gillis, thanks to its layer grouping strategies
and efficient function coordination mechanism.
C. Gillis in SLO-Aware Mode
Baselines We now switch to the SLO-aware (SA) mode and
evaluate the cost performance of Gillis on Lambda under SLO
constraint against two baselines:
(1) Brute-force search (BF) enumerates all possible parallelization strategies with SLO compliance and finds the
one with the minimum cost. In light of its computational
intractability, we only apply it to VGG-11, the smallest model
in our benchmarks, which still takes over 24 hours to complete.
(2) Bayesian Optimization (BO) models the inference cost
as a Gaussian Process, and iteratively refines the model by
sampling to search for the optimal strategy. Our BO algorithm
follows the same design as Cherrypick [42], where we use the
expected improvement (EI) [48] to evaluate sampled strategies.
SLO and Models We use four CNN models in our experiments, VGG-11, VGG-16, WRN-50-4, and WRN-50-5, each
evaluated with two latency SLOs, restrictive and loose. We do
not evaluate Gillis (SA) against RNN models, because without
parallelization, minimizing the serving cost is equivalent to
optimizing the latency (§V-B).
Cost Performance and SLO Compliance We evaluate the
SLO-aware partitioning (SA) against BO and BF. As both
SA and BO are randomized algorithms, we conduct three
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Fig. 9: The inference latencies of various CNN models on Lambda and Google Cloud Functions (GCF) using Default and
Gillis’s latency-optimal partitioning (LO).
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Fig. 12: The mean inference latencies of various RNN models
on Lambda using Gillis (LO) and Default.
experiments and report the best result for each algorithm. In
each experiment, we launch 100 clients that concurrently query
the inference service 1000 times.
Fig. 13 compares the latencies and costs of the three
solutions applied to various models with different latency requirements Tmax . Compared with BF that optimally parallelizes
VGG-11 for cost minimization, Gillis (SA) learns the same
partitioning strategy (Fig. 13a), achieving the similar latency
and cost with much smaller computational overhead. Compared with BO that applies black-box optimizations, Gillis’s
RL algorithm uses the performance model to guide the search
of optimal partitioning in simulated experiments, leading to
much improved results. In fact, BO fails to meet the latency
SLOs in several cases, especially for complex models like
WRN-50-4, or restrictive latency requirements like VGG-11
with Tmax = 500ms. In contrast, Gillis (SA) can always meet
the SLOs while achieving significant cost savings than BO,
e.g., up to 1.8× for VGG models and 1.5× for WResNet.
D. Microbenchmark
To understand how Gillis makes partitioning decisions to
reduce the inference latency, we turn to Fig. 14, in which
we illustrate the layer grouping and parallelization results of
WRN-34-5 given by the latency-optimal algorithm. WRN-345 has a total of 36 (merged) layers, where low convolution
layers (closer to the input) have larger feature maps but smaller
weight tensors than the high layers. We make three observations. First, compared with the top-level convolution layers
(Groups 6 and 7), the optimal strategy tends to fuse more
layers at the bottom (Groups 1 and 2) that have smaller sizes.
Second, low convolution layers are usually parallelized across
more functions (16 for Group 1) as they have large feature
maps. Third, the master tends to compute group partitions of
low convolution layers (Groups 2, 3, 4, and 5) with small
weight tensors. This not only leads to reduced memory footprint, but also incurs less communication overhead between
the master and workers.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of inference latencies and costs of the SLO-aware partitioning (SA), brute force (BF) and Bayesian
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and 75th percentiles, and whiskers depict the 5th and 95th percentiles. Bars measure the average costs of serving an inference
request.
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E. Performance Model
Recall that we use the performance model to predict the
latency performance of a parallelization strategy(§IV-A). We
next evaluate its prediction accuracy by comparing the predicted model runtime, function communication delay, and endto-end latencies with the actual measured ones in Lambda
functions.
Fig. 15 (top left) depicts the actual and predicted model
runtimes on a Lambda instance. Our performance model
makes accurate predictions, deviating from actual ones within
3%, 9%, and 1% for VGG-19, WRN-50-3, and RNN-3,
respectively. To measure the communication delay, we transfer
1MB data between the master and workers, as they usually
exchange tensors of 100s of KBs. Fig. 15 (top right) shows the
actual and predicted delays of various numbers of concurrent
workers, where the average prediction error is 6.3%.

As our performance model can closely estimate both the
model runtime and function communication delays, it makes
a high-fidelity prediction to the end-to-end latency. Fig. 15
(bottom) compares the actual and the predicted inference
latencies of serving various CNN and RNN models using the
latency-optimal partitioning algorithm, where the prediction
errors are within 6% across all models.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Increasing Function Size Since mainstream serverless platforms generally impose stringent constraints on function resources (e.g., Google Cloud Functions [11] and IBM Cloud
Functions [49]), Gillis can be widely applicable to improving
serverless-based model inference. While we notice that some
platforms recently increase their function sizes4 , we believe
that parallel model executions across multiple functions is still
necessary in the serverless cloud due to two reasons. First, the
ever-increasing model parameters, which have doubled every
2.4 years [31], is expected to outpace the growth of function
size in the future. Second, we observe that next-generation
serverless platforms (e.g., KNIX [24]) enable increasingly
faster function communications, making Gillis’s parallelization
more efficient (See Fig. 10).
Tail Latency SLOs In Gillis, the SLO requirements are
specified by the mean latency. Yet, a more common SLO
definition concerns the tail latency [3], e.g., at least 99% of
queries should be served in 1s. Our RL-based optimization
4 For example, AWS Lambda increases its memory limit per instance from
3GB to 10GB from December 2020 [50].

(§IV-C) can still be applied to meet these SLOs, as long as the
tail latency can be accurately predicted. However, predicting
the tail is more challenging and requires extensive profiling to
cover more corner cases, which we leave as a future work.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described Gillis, a serverless-based
model serving system that automatically parallelizes a large
DNN model across multiple functions for faster inference and
reduced per-function memory footprint. We have proposed two
partitioning algorithms to achieve latency-optimal serving and
cost-optimal serving with SLO compliance, respectively. Evaluations show that Gillis accelerates model inference, supports
very large DNNs, and enables significant cost savings while
meeting the specified latency SLOs.
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